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HEY YOU WANNA 
READ TWO 

SHORT JOKES 
AND ONE LONG 

ONE? JOKE JOKE, 
JOOOOOOOOOKE

For those of you that haven’t seen…no, been BLESSED by 
R.Kelly’s Trapped In The Closet, stop reading this, because 
there’s really no way to explain it without it sounding retard-
ed.

If you HAVE seen it, you’ll soon realize why my inability to 
explain it without it sounding stupid only contributes to what 
I call “The R.Kelly” paradox.  You see, there are two distinct 
possibilities with this magnum opus.  On the one hand, R.Kelly 
is the biggest idiot in the history of idiots.  The stupid story, 
the fact that it’s the same fucking song, and the fact that no 
one else sings CLEARLY point to it being retarded.  I mean, 
I can’t even explain it to you without it sounding stupid be-
cause IT IS stupid.  The problem here is, how the fuck did he 
convince all of those people…the directors, the editors, the 
sound engineers, key grips, best boys, fluffers…how the FUCK 
did he convince his PRODUCERS to go on with the project?  
Are they all as stupid as he is?  That seem unlikely.  What that 
means is that they’re in on it.  If they’re in on it, then how 
the fuck do they not burst out into laughter?

On the other hand, it’s entirely possible that R.Kelly is the 
greatest comedic genius since The Koala.  The ability to un-
derstand and recreate that kind of subtle stupidity is astound-
ing.  And beyond that, to do it in such a way that most people 
(or maybe just I) have no idea if he’s serious or not is on par 
with the mona lisa, or some other stupid thing that everyone 
thinks is cool but isn’t.

Anyway, I’ve been thinking that pretty much everything that’s 
really awesome is like that.  I mean, you don’t really know if 
the Koala is a bunch of retards with the mental capacity of 13 
year olds who like printing the word “nigger” and spend all of 
their time furiously masturbating in the bathroom, or if we’re 
a bunch of jaded first-amendment nuts who are just putting 
on the ruse of being 13 year olds to troll you in to proving the 
logic behind absolute freedom of speech.

If you’ll excuse me, I have to go play COD4:MW2 and listen to 
Linkin Park and be angsty.  I swear we’re not 13.

Love,
Kris “Nigtator” Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef

TIRED OF
BEING 

CONSCIOUS? 
COME TO A 

KOALA 
MEETING.

Fridays at 4:20 
above AS Soft 

Reserves 

It was another usual, dreary Monday night at the weekly Student Org Funding Advisory Board meeting. The MQ had just asked us to fund a 
smorgasbord of butt plugs and pocket pussies for “stress relief” during their production nights.  They were offering to demonstrate the relaxing 
effects of a well-placed finger on an engorged prostate when The Koala sauntered in.  Their voices were 3 octaves higher than usual, having 
availed themselves of the 50 pound helium tank bike-locked just outside the office. Their demanding squeeks turned into deep gutteral barks 
that unleashed a deep torrent of pleasure in my loins.  We finished deliberating with those morally abhorrent degenerates at the Koala feeling 
violated and drained. As I shuffled my papers, the senator across the desk from me gave a knowing smile and slapped down a large glass pipe 
and a bag of white powder.  The next thing I knew, I was ripping a glass dick full of dirty mexican ice wishing the good senator would let me 
toke on his meat spoon. I looked behind, right as another strapping young senator whipped out his fleshy trident and entered my welcoming 
ruby starfruit. It was party and play in the Price Center. He grabbed my hair, pulling me back and whispered gently in my ear, “This publication 
may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those 
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a 
registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other 
publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, 
policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their 
officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability 
for the content of this publication.” then we zero-funded those assholes because no one likes their shitrag anyway.
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Top 5 Reason I’d Rather Have 
a Wireless Contract Than A 
Girlfriend
1. My phone doesn’t get mad when I run 
electricity through it’s body.
2. Better service in crowded public areas.
3. No strings attached
4. With the cell phone at least I can get 
through to whoever is on the other side.
5. I’ll be damned if I let the DEA tap my 
girlfriend!

Top 5 Things Obama Spent 
His Million Dollar Nobel Prize 
Money On
1. Just paid his Boost Mobile phone bill. Yo 
Biden, where you at?
2. Well it was only like $200,000 after child 
support.
3. Bought more tanning sessions, he’s actually 
just Hawaiian.
4. Spent it all on healthcare...You know how 
much Hillary’s sex change cost?
5. Monthly bill to Fox News to talk about him 
constantly.

Top 5 Reason To Get An 
Abortion
1. So you can photograph the destroyed fetus 
and sell the pictures to Campus Crusade for 
Christ for their library walk exhibit.
2. The baby is due in a few days and your 
closet is chock-full of nothing but coat 
hangers.
3. It might be Jewish.
4. None of your purses or shoes go well with 
live baby.
5. There was a great two for one deal.

Top 5 Signs Your Girlfriend is 
Damaged Goods
1. Her queef sounds like a fog horn and smells 
like Neptune’s breath.
2. On her birthday, her father punches her 
step mom in the mouth--everyone has a laugh.
3. Often her stories start with “Last time I was 
in the Koala Office...”
4. The “just in case” razor blade she hides 
under her tongue.
5. Who cares man, don’t judge, everyone in 
your immediate family has issues.

Top 5 Things You’ve Dreamt 
About in Physics Class
1. Does the frictionless handjob exist?
2. If my and my girlfriend’s pleasures are 
parallel then why does she give series 
resistance when I suggest adding another 
circuit?
3. Maybe they should’ve made Russian a 
prerequisite for this class.
4.  That you too could only speak Russian.
5.  How much strain your TAs giant breasts 
put on her back, in Newtons.

Top 5 Reasons It’s November 
and You’re Still a Virgin
1. You don’t drink and the Koala has yet to 
release a guide to sober sex, mainly because 
we don’t know anything about that either.
2. WoW just got cheaper...
3. ...And so did hot pockets, hand lotion, and 
tissue.
4. You’re just jumping on the UCSD 
bandwagon.
5. You took mustache March a little too far 
and Movember isn’t helping.

Top 5 Things You Gave Away 
to Trick-or-Treaters When You 
Ran Out Of Candy
1. “Nobel Peaces.”  Even easier to part with 
than Reese’s apparently.
2. Crack, because you want them to suck your 
dick next year.
3. FDIC insured top value bonds backed by 
questionable mortgages.
4. Eggs filled with paint...Think of them like the 
Mexicans at Home Depot, but cheaper.
5. 3/5ths of a black taco.  That’s all it should 
count for anyway.

Top 5 Changes To Heaven If 
God Puts Michael Jackson In 
Charge
1. No more minimum height requirement
2. Not much. We still have a white guy in 
charge, but some people still think he’s black.
3. “God Bless Thailand” will be printed on 
everyone’s money.
4. Baby will be seen by a telescope dangling 
from a cloud.
5. Are you ready for Dawn of the Dead, the 
musical?

Top 5 Reasons To No Longer 
Believe In Santa
1. The finger prints of the mall’s Santa matches 
that of the person who raped you years ago
2. The finger prints of your neighbor matches 
that of the person who raped you years ago
3. You saw a black one at Nordstrom.
4. Turns out he couldn’t have done it without 
steroids, now your just Santa* to me.
5. I’m pretty sure it’s my Dad and he’s a loser.

Top 5 Reasons To Believe 
There Is a Communication 
Problem With You and Your 
Roommate
1. Its been awkward since you realized you’ve 
synced your masturbation cycles.
2. Well the last of your Shin Bowls didn’t just 
make themselves, did they?
3. After specifically telling him to eat shit and 
die he only ate shit and got really sick.
4. She’s soo annoying, every time I try to talk 
to her she grunts, and she’s always wearing 
sunglasses at night and tapping her friggin cane 
around, I’ve been leaving post its everywhere 
telling her to move out but she just doesn’t 
get it.
5. He’s a communications major and you’re 
not retarded. 

Top 5 Ways to Celebrate Your 
Anniversary With Your Pre-
teen Girlfriend
1. The Alabama state fair. ( to be fair there are 
a lot of states you could list)
2. Recalling the good old days when she 
actually thought there was candy in your van.
3. With a shovel and some lye.
4. Paying for some private time in the VIP 
section on her website
5. With a little alliteration at the Preuss Prom.

Top 5 Christian Videos 
Starring Kirk Cameron
1. “God Needs You To Send Me Money, Right 
Now.”
2. Thank You God For Not Inventing The 
Crocoduck.”
3. “Photoshopping Biblical Abominations for 
Fundamentalists or Dummies.”
4. “How To Answer Religious Questions 
Without Thinking At All.”
5. “Bananas vs Coconuts: The Atheist vs The 
Christian Nightmare”

Top 5 Rejected Ideas From 
KFC
1. 40oz. Malt liquor/milk 4 da kidz.
2. Reverend Farrakhan spaceship meal, 
available in white meat and kill whitey meat.
3. New Slogan- “The only thing white in here 
are the mashed potatoes!”
4. Popcorn Nigglets
5. Black chicken tacos.

Top 5 Things I Hate About 
Armenians
1.They buy cars exclusively from countries 
notorious for genocide but still complain 
about said genocide.
2. First to figure out that Ed Hardy air 
fresheners are cheaper than Ed Hardy 
cologne. 
3. Indians leave Trail of Tears, Armenians leave 
Trail of Sunflower Seeds.
4- The fact that they publish a hate filled 
comedy newspaper at UCSD.   
5. Because there aren’t enough relevant things 
about Armenians to finish this list.

Top Five Lists

Come to the 
Koala Lounge

at 
4:20 

on
Fridays

We Have Candy







off is really good.

10.When you feel comfortable go down as far as you can and move a 
little faster, letting him fuck the back of your throat.  If the position 
allows it, grab his ass and pull it towards you; every guy likes the 
idea of you wanting to take as much of his cock as possible. 

11.You can let him face-fuck you to completion, but don’t be afraid to 
mix it up.  I usually end my bjs by jumping on the cock, but if you 
do wanna take it to completion, jack him off, lick his balls, and let 
him cum on your face or in your mouth. 

 

Advanced Blow Jobs 210
Once you’ve mastered the basics, take your blow jobs to new heights 
with these simple sexy moves!

69 (the position where everyone wins!)
If you are ready to take your oral sex experiences to the next level try 
69 with the girl on the bottom and the guy on top. This grants you 
access to great deep throat and lots of balls and ass options, and also 
easy orgasms.  With him on the bottom it provides more leverage for 
face fucking that will probably end with a huge load of cum down 
your throat.

Prostate massage and Ass stimulation 
If you want to take your Bjs to new heights and leave your man 
saying, “I used to think this shit was gay, but now I cum buckets!” 
go for the prostate massage. 

If you’re ready to go forward with advanced anal play you can start 
with first your tongue, toss the salad, then add a finger. To start the 
anal play, go for some light licking-the salad toss while you jack him 
off.  Add that into your BJ routine and you’ll turn some cocks for 
sure. 

The first thing to remember about ass play is that there are three 
separate sensations at play. Nerve endings outside the ass, on the 
asshole, accessible by rimming and rubbing nerve endings on the 
sphincter that are only accessible by stretching out the asshole by 
putting something in it. Nerve endings on the prostate accessible by 
rubbing. the prostate has the most potential for super intense awesome 
cumming, although it leaves an after-feeling that is a little odd and 
can be displeasing to some. 

There aren’t any nerve endings in the rectum itself, once something is 
inside the ass you don’t feel it at all.  It’s only when it is stimulating 
the sphincter, prostate, or the nerve endings around the asshole that it 
is actually doing something

1. If you wanna go for a prostate massage check with the guy in 
advanced that he’s interested.  GO SLOW.  Jack the guy off with a 
solid grip and slow motion while you prepare his ass.  Get it wet with 
your tongue or your fingers.  Make sure there is very little friction.  I 
would even suggest using lube or Vaseline if it is handy. 

2. Put you middle finger with your palm facing towards you at the 
tip of his asshole.  Slowly prod the opening, with very little entry.  
As you feel the muscles relaxing slowly push a little more finger in 
SLOWLY.  Communication is, as always, paramount. As you get 
your finger more and more inside his asshole feel for a hard mound. 

3. Press up on the mound gently.  Ask him if it feels good.  He 
will feel a weird, slightly uncomfortable, very arousing sensation.  
Remember that he has to be extremely aroused or gay already to enjoy 
this.

4.Remember ALL MOVEMENTS ARE SLOW and smooth.

5. Return to some deep throat and being to move your finger up and 
down along the mound in a motion as if to say come here giant 

Koala Labs Presents

Follow this step by step 
blowjob guide and get 
ready to love that cum 
dripping down your chin.

Follow this step by step 
blowjob guide and get ready 
to love that cum dripping 
down your chin.

1.Want it.  There are two 
things which make the perfect 
oral sex experience.  The first is 
a strong desire for cock in your 
mouth.  From this point on there is nothing more that you want in the 
world then that big fat cock in your mouth.  Enthusiasm is key.  

2.The second secret to blowjobs is sequencing.  If you start out big and 
never go for the warm up all you’re gonna to get is the dude making a 
pass at your roommate before never calling you again.  

3.No matter if the guy is hard or soft begin by focusing on teasing.  
Grab the cock in a four finger grip and lick the head.  If he’s 
uncircumcised pull back the foreskin slowly with your hand while 
you lick around the tip of the penis.  This is very important, if you 
don’t pull back the foreskin you aren’t creating sensation.  You might 
as well lick his foot. 

4.Suck the head into your mouth and press your tongue against the 
cock. Move your mouth slowly up and down, pressing your tongue 
against the shaft and licking up around the head. 

5.Go slowly, moving your hand down the base of the cock followed by 
your mouth.  Keep taking the cock deeper and deeper down your throat 
until you gag on your guy’s cock. Be careful of your teeth! No biting! 

Some guys like a little grate, but since 
you’ve probably had about as many cocks 

in your mouth as I’ve had in my ass at 
one time, play it safe. NO TEETH!

6.When you’ve taken it down the 
back of your throat as deep as 

you can go, fuck his cock with 
the back of your throat.  This 

will get his dick nice and 
slippery. 

7.Continue your BJ like this: 
suck on the cock, push it back 

in your throat as deep as you 
can go, lick the balls (LICK 

THE BALLS!!!!!!!) while firmly 
jacking him off if you need a 

break.  Make sure that its nice and 
wet when you are jacking him off. 

8.Remember you are SUCKING on 
his penis.  Pressure is a good thing.  SUCK that shit. 

9.Also running your tongue or finger along the area between his ass 
and his balls/base of his penis (the taint) while you are jacking him 

As a bisexual submissive in an open D/s relationship I’ve 
sucked a lot of cocks and I’ve licked a lot of pussy. I’ve 
loved it all and learned a lot.  So grab a friend, find a nice 
comfy corner in Geisel or a nice spacious study room in 
Price Center and get to work improving those sub par-oral 
sex skills.  Hands on workshops and lessons offered at 
4:20 on Fridays in the Koala office

        -SubSlut69, Koala Staff

For-Ward

For Him

Boys and Girls Guide To Going Down



For Her

orgasm.  You may need to use both hands to hold your hand in place 
as the ass muscles are STRONG.  If that’s so jack him off until he 
is hard enough for you to go all mouth on the BJ and continue to 

massage his prostrate. 

6.Start pushing in and out with 
more force as you go.  Ramp up 

the pressure and speed slowly 
to make sure he enjoys it at 

each step.  Don’t pull out in 
between.  Keep your finger 

in there and just push 
against the muscles that 

are pushing you out.  
Unless he wants some 
ass fucking (which 

he might but that’s 
another lesson), you 
don’t want your 
finger moving more 
then half a cm or so 
inside his ass. 

7.Depending on 
your skill, his 
sensitivity, and 
how long it’s been 
since sex he may 
need to finish 
himself off.  It is 

very difficult to maintain a good BJ and a prostate massage as he 
gets close to orgasm.  If you do decide to make him cum, either go 
deep throat and prostate massage or let him jack himself off while you 
work vigorously at that ass. 

8.When he cums, it will be amazing. BUT as soon as your guy is 
cumming (only once something shoots) pull your finger OUT.  PULL 
IT OUT!!! Very few guys like the finger left in there afterwards, and 
a lot dislike you removing it once they’ve already cum. Remove it 
during the orgasm for best results.  Remember that this activity is 
only hot during periods of intense sexual arousal, which peaks right 
at orgasm, and immediately drops to zero.  He may feel weird after 
getting a prostate massage and feeling so good about it.  Assuage this 
by telling him how hot it makes you to finger his asshole.

 
     

    Now that the cocks have had their turn its time to go down on 
me. Here is all you ever needed to know about pussy licking and 
pleasuring your bitch (field tested by my bisexual friend on me):

Note: What any girl likes is totally independent from any other girl.  
That’s why you need a big toolbox and a willingness to experiment.

Just like giving an excellent bj the key to going down on a girl is 
enthusiasm, sequencing, and a nice teasing start.  Pleasing a girl 
is very different from pleasing a man, but it starts from the same 
keystone: enthusiasm.  Don’t be shy, don’t be lazy, you’re a fucking 
leopard pouncing on your gazelle!  However, you are also a man (or 
kinky hot koala-worthy bi-sex-princess) , as such you are in control.  
You have to balance your enthusiasm with control.  You need to know 
exactly what you want and exactly what you are going to do, because 
she has no idea, but she will go along with whatever you say if you do 
it convincingly.  As long as you are confident about what you want, 
she will go for it.

Before you begin make sure that you have plenty of time.  The more 
time and commitment you have to the job the better the results you 
will see.  Next, cut your fingernails.  You should already be doing 
this because you play guitar, rock climb, or just aren’t a prissy fairy 
bitch, but unless you want someone shoving knives into your asshole, 
trim’em up.  Facial hair is also an issue.  It is okay when it gets long 
enough to be soft, a lot of girls like the tickling sensation this gives.  
No hair is obviously okay, but consider shaving beforehand if you’ve 
got a few days of stubble; this is like sandpaper on her soft sensual 
pussy lips.  Also consider flavored lotions and lubes to use.  These are 
a waste of time and money, and if you buy them you are a faggot. 

1.Get ready to start your tongue swabbing by kissing and licking 

her nipples, breasts, stomach, inner thighs, outer labia, inner labia 
and slit in that order.  The more time you spend at each step the more 
she will enjoy it, unless she is wasted or super ridiculously horny.  
However, if she is wasted or super ridiculously horny she will be 
fucking a koala and not you.  

2.Teasing with girls is way more important than it is with guys.  It 
is easy to tease too much with dudes, but girls love being tickled and 
teased all day.  Start your cunnilingus with very, very light skin 
contact between your tongue and the girls skin on the inner thighs, 
stomach, and butt, skipping over the vagina entirely.  You want to 
basically make circles around the vagina with smaller and smaller 
radii to get her excited and wanting your tongue on her pussy.  Rub 
her tits while you do it, never foget the breasts.  Make her want it.  
Don’t give it to her all at once.  You, the man, are in control.  

3.Start licking the clit.  Make sure you push back the hood with either 
your tongue or hand.  Using the flat base of your tongue lick slowly 
up and down the clit.  Touch very lightly at first, then gradually 
ramp up the pressure until she tells you that its too much.  Sometimes 
this can be very little, some girls (asian) cum with very little contact 
and giving them too much pressure will make them uncomfortable.  
Other girls will want enough pressure that you will end up biting their 
clit.  Keep your eyes on her face the whole time, preferably making 
eye contact (girls will also think this is hot) so that you can see what 
kind of reaction she has to whatever you do. 

4.The go to move is to use your mouth to pull back the clitoral hood 
and lick the clit, starting with the flat of your tongue just below 
the base of the stem of the clit and licking upwards.  The amount 
of pressure you apply in this move varies between girls. Move your 
tongue side to side and around in a circle on the clit.  Listen to her, if 
she seems to be enjoying something KEEP DOING IT.  

5.Woman are all different, they are finicky and uncomfortable.  
Women enjoy a variety of different things depending on their 
personal sensitivity and sensation.  Try every move for 10-20 seconds 
and listen for a positive response in breathing, moaning, arching etc.  
One thing that all women enjoy is you loving every square centimeter 
of their vagina.  

6.As you lick up and in circles on her clit, lick along the slit again, 
getting it good and wet.  Then begin to insert one finger into her 
vagina and continue licking her clit.  Rub her clit too.  Anything 
that your mouth can do your hand can do twice as strong, and some 
girls need a lot of pressure.  

7.Finger her in and out.  Press two fingers upwards on her in a 
beckoning motion towards you, pushing at the g-spot on the upper 
side of the vagina, towards her stomach.  Keep that tongue on the clit!  
Also, don’t forget to continue groping her ass and tits as you go down 
on her.  Girls need LOTS of stimulation!

8.If she’s a kinky girl, go for the ass.  Slide that tongue up and down 
her little star fruit and stick an extra finger in as you give her the 
good ol’ UCSD shocker and clit licking. 

9.She will be getting progressively wetter and wetter, until her 
juices are all over your face, chin, and nose.  You can tell that she’s 
cumming when the noises get louder and some of the following may 
occur: thighs shaking, shivering, body lifting off the bed, grinding 
her crotch into your face, screaming your or perhaps Princess Carson’s 
name, etc.  Alternatively, none of these things may happen.  You may 
never know that she’s cumming at all.  She is a girl, and you are 
clueless.  Sorry.

Pro Tip:  If you really want to make her cum hard, stop going 
down on her when she starts cumming and start fucking her hard.  
Alternatively, when you are fucking and she starts cumming, pull 
out and start licking her pussy and she may cum all over your face 
harder than she would have on your cock.  

10.If she’s not already cumming all over your face after a while of 
this, you can start sucking on her clit.  Alternate sucking on her clit 
and licking it while finger fucking her vagina and ass.  Remember, 
fingering her should be two or three fingers pressed upwards against 
the G-spot. Don’t be afraid to accelerate your pace as she moans 
louder and louder.  Rarely do I hear woman complaining about their 
boyfriends being too rough. 

11.Once she’s cum, shove your cock in and ride her to the victory



The Koala Interviews Falcon 
Heene AKA Balloon Boy
Koala: So, Falcon, before we begin 
this interview, we brought you a 
bag to throw up in, just in case this 
goes the way of the way of your 
Good Morning show interview.

Falcon: You try staring at Diane 
Sawyer’s wrinkly forhead  without 
horking.

Koala: The old bag has seen better 
days,  but how does it make you 
feel to be used by your parents for 
publicity?

Falcon: Not any worse than the day 
they named me after a bird of prey. 
Besides it gets me out of the attic 
every now and then.

Koala: Well, good to see you get 
something out of the situation. 
Anything else in the works?

Falcon: Yeah, they’re finally going 
to send my asshole dad to jail. Also, 
I got an offer to star in Home Alone 
5 and Disney’s Up! 2.

Koala: Wow, seems like everything 
worked out okay for you after all. 
College is coming up for you in 
the next 10 years, ever consider 
UCSD?

Falcon: A little, only so long I can 
lie for publicity and it might be a 
while until I get married and go on 
wife swap, why would UCSD be 
good for me?

Koala: We do have a glider port. 
Or you could join our pole vaulting 
team, I’ve heard there is a recent 
opening.

Falcon: I’d love a crack at being 
the head of the team!  Or to actually 
go gliding. Think I can get in?

Koala: Any extracurriculars?

Falcon: Pretending to get trapped 
in a ballooon and I’m 1/16th Sioux.

Koala: Oh, then you’re a shoe-in 
kid, but you might have to settle for 
6th College. Don’t forget to come 
to a Koala meeting Fridays at 4:20.

“Don’t worry, little 
boy, I’ll save you.  
Hee hee! Wait, you 
were faking it? 
Why do 7 year olds 
always fake it!” 

“Where the fuck is 
child services? No, I 
don’t need service Mr.
Jackson!”

Math “K Series” Syllabus and Curriculum 
CLASS INTRODUCTION: According to my professor, math is the “universwal wanguage”, at least thats what I heard him say before I popped my Skull Candies in. But it 
got me thinking, could this buck-toothed, bandwidth nigger be on to something? Sure, there are lots of mathematical models that have been created in the past, but they’re all 
completely meaningless to my everyday life.  How long will it take for 500 KJ of heat to propagate though an iron rod? Unless we’re talking about a vaporizer, I don’t really give 
a shit. Being the enterprising and open-minded students we are here at the Koala, we’ve decided to start up open enrollment for a new class, Math 20K.  So quit normalizing that 
vector and take the time to review some of our equations that might actually prove useful at UCSD.  Better pay attention, stupid, because you will be graded on an inverse bell 
curve (the shot glass curve). - Professor M.F. Koala PhD. Reproductive Engineering

Math 20K
Lecture: Fridays at 4:30 above AS soft reseves (is recommended to be 10 minutes early 
to lecture)
Discussion: Fuck off!
Office Hours: Mondays from 1:56pm to 1:58pm in front of Panda Express
Office Hours for Female students rated 6 or above (see equations provided below):  
Schedule after lecture, will meet in Old Student Center Bathroom.
Required Texts:The Mother Fucking Koala- ‘08-’09 issues (see online archive at 
koala.ucsd.edu)
Exams:All midterm exams will be oral and will be administered by myself or subslut69 
(for males). Final Exam will be held on a date TBA by e-mail 10 minutes before the 
exam, run bitch!

Math 10K (The exact same as the Math 20K series only we cut the bullshit)
Lecture: probably MWF but you only really have to go when the homework is due and 
even then.. (see HW)
Discussion: There are discussions but please note they are Asian only.  People 
with glasses and UCSD letter sweatshirts are allowed in sections prior to midterm 
examinations/finals.
Office Hours: Tu: 11:00-11:30am, W: 8:00-8:35 and some other time when you’re busy, 
in a tall building up many flights of stairs in a place that you thought you would never 
have to go to in your life.  Ever.
Required Textbooks:  You can get the calculus book if you want to.  Yah know if it’s 
convenient, if not it’s probably fine.
Homework:  Homework is collected in lecture on occasion, it isn’t really graded like 
they say.  Just turn in blank scribbles stapled together with your name on it.  You will be 
awarded full credit, validating the feeling that no one here cares about you at all.   
Exams:  You will be handed tests that look like nothing you’ve ever seen before.  You 
will, for lack of a better word, fail.  Kind of like that high school relationship your were 
in, except more like the Hindenburg, with flames and shit. Thanks to the curve, as long 
as you’re slightly less retarded than the ten dumbest people in the class, you will pass.

Math 4K (For those who failed the apptitude test i.e art/ethnic studies majors. Bottom 
of the barrel, baby)
Lecture:    At your local community college, where you should have gone in the first place.

Equation Sheet and Sample Midterm Questions

Difficulty of Class Index= 100[(Asians in first row of class/students in first row of 
class)-(blonde girls in class/students in class)]

BAC required before this girl becomes attractive= .4[1-(hotness on a scale of 
1-10)/10)] -.02(inches from nipple to stomach)

Goody’s wait time (in minutes)= .5(number of people in line) +.1(number of vegan 
hippies asking about ingredients) + .02(210 - estimated IQ of cashier)

Percent chance of date-rape at a frat party= 100(Loner bros/total frat bros)- 
5(number of self-serve alcohol bottles)

ПΊΚ(Pike Rape Constant)=100

“Hmmm... Someone
just set the curve!”

The Real “Right Hand Rule”

Artist Note- This rule has always served 
me well until I tried to draw it... with my 
right hand

Blunt rotation 
proceeds this way

Roll down this way



Snow White

Once there was a princess named Snow White, who 
was the fairest maiden in all of Eden, save for Aryan 
Jesus, who all God fearing people know is the fairest. 
A lizard, who in his infinite wisdom, God created to be 
evil and also very persuasive became insanely jealous 
of Snow White’s circulatory system and 4 chambered 
heart. The lizard convinced Snow White to take a bite 
of the Apple of Knowledge that God had forbidden her 
from using, just like tampons. Snow White suddenly 
realized she was naked and became ashamed.  God 
then became furious that Snow White was hiding 
her naked and insanely hot body from him, so after 
devolving the lizard into a snake, crushing its dreams 
of one day starring in a Geico commercial, God 
banished Sow White from Eden.  Snow White was then 
forced to live with her 7 midget children who she was 
also banging for the next 200 some odd years so as 
to continue the species, except for 
Dopey, who’s 
genetic 
material 
did not 
seem worth 
passing 
down. And 
everyone 
lived 
happily 
ever 
after...
except for 
Dopey.

The Origin of Fairy Tales
With an all new forward by superstar creationist Kirk Cameron

Jack and the Beanstalk

After trading his cow for a handful of magical 
beans, Jack climbs the beanstalk, where he is able to 
watch as the sun and the rest of the universe make 
their slow orbit around Rome, which sits smack in 
the middle of the flat disc that is the planet Earth.  
He continues to climb, thinking about the story 
of the Tower of Babel.  Pausing briefly to wonder 
why God would get so upset about a tall building 
built by people living during the Bronze Age, but 
allow numerous modern nations to have manned 
space programs, he remembers that the Apollo 
Program was an elaborate hoax perpetrated by 
Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, in league with 
those Christ-killing Jews.  Continuing on, he pushes 
through the firmament and begins to swim into 
the mass of water it holds up that gives the sky 
its blue color.  Because Jack has faith in God, he 
doesn’t open his mouth to taste the waters of the 
firmament.  Jack doesn’t need to explain why 
oceans are salty while most lakes are fresh after 
a global flood.  But the firmament is huge, and 
Jack soons runs short of breath.  As his oxygen-
deprived brain begins to shut down, he starts to see 
the vague outline of Heaven.  The pearly gates at 
last.  Nothing like a gate to secure a community 
of winged spirits.  “Ha!” thinks Jack.  Those people 
who had near-death experiences were right.  Good 
thing he was smart enough to take the word of 
someone undergoing near-fatal physical and 
mental strain.  Soon, he’ll get to see God busy at 
work, creating rainbow after rainbow on untold 
numbers of soap bubbles, crashing waves, lawn 
sprinklers, and in the sky all over the planet, thus 
reminding mankind that he’ll never flood the Earth 
as punishment again, except for New Orleans, who 
totally deserved it.  Pre-Lent celebrations ought not 
involve topless women.  As he loses consciousness, 
he hears the voice of God boom out:

“Fee! Fi! Fo! Fum!
Believe what you see?!  That’s really dumb!”

The Ugly Duckling

The Ugly Duckling emerged from a duck egg and 
had a duck for a mother.  No matter how much it 
may appear to be something not quite like its parents, 
you can be sure that it was most definitely an exact 
replica of its own kind.  When the duckling saw there 

were other animals like it, instead 
of joining up and mating with them, 
it killed itself so as not to serve as 
evidence supporting a naturalistic 
worldview and propagate an 
abomination against the Lord, who 
created all things perfectly.  The Ugly 
Duckling also killed his whole family 
and incinerated their corpses, thereby 
assuring they would never become 

transitional fossils.

Hi, I’m Kirk Cameron.  You may know me from such film as…okay, you 
probably only really know me from Growing Pains…wait, you’ve never 
heard of it?  You know, the show with Alan Thicke?  Fuck, you know, the 
guy that hosted the Miss Universe Canada pageant?  Damn it, nevermind.

My good friend Ray Comfort and I are both adamant creationists.  The 
reason?  It’s obvious!  Look around the world around you, how could it have 
POSSIBLY come from nothing?  Also, it’s clear we have complete domin-
ion over this planet because God intended for us to.  I mean, have you ever 
seen a banana?  It’s an atheist’s NIGHTMARE! It’s so easy to eat, and the 
flavors go so well with other things that are easy to eat, like uh…coconuts.  

Anyway, Ray and I decided that children are being INDOCTRINATED 
with the atheist agenda to such an alarming degree, we re-wrote popular 
children’s stories to reflect the BIBLICAL TRUTH of God’s Divine will. 

The Emperor’s New Clothes
Once upon a time, there was a mighty Emperor 
named Charles Darwin and he ruled over a kingdom 
of animals of every kind.  He was a racist and sexist 
bigot, unlike the Hebrews in the Bible, who prohibited 
marriage outside the tribe and forced women to exile 
themselves from the community when they begin to 
menstruate.  Emperor Darwin was most proud of 
his animal subjects and every year he paraded them 
down through the streets of his empire, in an grouping 
he called “taxonomic” where he claimed that physical 
similarities represented actual historical relationships.  
Emperor Darwin told the animals that they were 
more closely related to the other animals in their 
group than they were to the ones outside their group.  
First came the reptiles, then the amphibians, then the 
birds and the mammals, of which Emperor claimed 
to be.  Then one day, a strange little animal came 
by and wanted to be put into the parade.  Emperor 
Darwin looked down at the creature and asked, 
“What are you called?”  The little animal replied, “I’m 
a crocoduck!”  Emperor Darwin paled and stammered, 
“But, but, you can’t be... no, it’s not... how would I 
classify ...”  Suddenly, all the other animals realized 
that their whole lives had been spent believing 
a falsehood imposed solely by their 
misguided society, so they booted 
Emperor Darwin out of the 
kingdom and began to pray 
to Jesus, who explained 
that the patterns of physical 
simillarities observed among 
animals are completely 
meaningless, nothing more 
than an odd coincidence, and 
that there are only two groups 
that matter, animals and 
humans.

I made a poopie in my pants!



Koala Special
$60  OFF KEGS OF FIREHOUSE

$50 OFF KEGS OF SAM ADAMS ALE
Was $159, now $99 (or $109.99 
for Sam Adams) when you 

mention you are a marsupial!
 +

20 POUNDS FREE ICE with 
every keg

 +
Free C02 fill-up with every 6th keg

BEER
Over 700 types of beer from every 

country
44 Cooler Doors Fully Stocked

Domestic
Imports

Microbrew

KEGS
Over 250 Kegs in Stock

Jockey Box Rentals Available
We Sell & Refill Co2 Cylinders

Kegerator Conversion Kits
Kegerator Parts & AccessoriesIn 

Clairemont

phone:(858) 278-8955

3566 Mt. Acadia 
Blvd.

San Diego, CA 
92111

Only 10 minutes from UC 
San Diego!  Even faster 
than brewing your own 

keg!
We Deliver, in case you don’t know 

how to tap a keg,!

All Handles of SKYY, Southern Comfort, 
and Smirnoff just $19.99!

Blood Donor Survey

In an effort to prescreen donors for HIV/AIDS and other diseases transmittable by blood 
transfusion, please fill out this questionaire in order to assess your risk of infection.

1.Can you tell the difference between these photos? Yes/No (Circle 1)

A.) B.)
2. On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being a certainty, how likely do you think it is 
that Tupac is still alive?  ANSWER:
3. Do needles frighten you? If no, is this because you’ve been stuck before? 
(Either by actual needle or large black penis) ANSWER:
4. You wake up, realizing that you are 10 minutes late for work, you then:
A.) Rush to get ready and go to work like you are supposed to.
B.) Turn over and go back to sleep, your government check comes 
tomorrow anyway.
C.) Hit snooze and snuggle up closer to Gabriel, a 20-something sassy 
Latin twink you met last night.
**D.) Both B and C
5. This man is....

 A.) A guilty, abusive drug addict.
 B.) An innoccent sports icon, targeted and framed by the 
LAPD.
 C.) Guilty... of having a tight, muscular ass.
ANSWER: 

6. This illustration makes you feel...

A.) Enraged, with a strong desire to riot in the 
streets.
B.) Safe.
C.) Indifferent, he probably deserved it.
D.) Turned on... are those clubs or paddles?
** If you even considered this answer, you are nigger-
faggot and are most certainly infected with HIV/AIDS

Fact: In Islam, it is completely
acceptable for you to have sex with a
9 year old. Mohammad’s second wife
Aisha was only 6 when betrothed to
him and only 9 when they consumated

their marriage.

HABEEB IT 
-OR- 

FUCK OFF



Fall Fest ‘09

The night started off well, went to the K 
meeting a little late and hit some fat blunts 
and forties. Things are going well. My Dom 
shows up with some friends and the rest of 
the EC keg. He can tell that I’m horny as fuck 
so he takes me in the side office and face 
fucks the shit out of my throat. Plus on star 
for starting the evening off with wet panties 
and spit on my chin. I drink a  bunch more 
beer and head to the concert. AnnBerlin takes 
the stage and plays songs I recognize. Lots of 
tiny asian kids means that even at only 5’1 I 
can still see the stage and all the performers, 
plus one star. My girlfriend has the hook-ups 
so we get on stage for most of the Game’s set 
and shake out hot little tails with a bunch of 
ghetto side guys. I freak with one of the posse, 
he dances poorly, minus one star for black 
dudes that can’t dace. WTF? The show ends 
and I head back to the GUARDIAN office. 
Me and one of the other koala girls decide 
to go shot for shot from the popov bottle. 6 
shots later we are ready to go. We head to the 
transfer housing for an apartment party. Hang-
ing out at the transfer party we decide its 
time to encourage the hot new koala recruits 
that its time to give bisexuality the good ol’ 
college try. We three ladies leave the party and 
head to my friend’s room to make sweet lady 
love. +5 stars for hot girl on girl, first times, 
and college experimentation. Then the night 
gets insane. I’m lapping away at some sweet 
freshman pussy when all of a sudden the room 
starts to shake. I hear yelling and pounding on 
the door. Confused at who the fuck has inter-
rupted my awesome fuck session I fling open 
the door to find the most jacked up dude I’ve 
ever seen. He starts yelling at me to get the 
fuck out of his cousin’s room and threatening 
to beat me up. I tell him to fuck off and grow 
some balls. Minus 8 million stars for meeting 
the fucking most fucked up person I have ever 
met in my entire life. I don’t give a fuck who 
you are, telling me you are going to kick my 
ass for having a lesbian threesome, I don’t care 
if its your fucking grandma’s bed,  ITS THREE 
HOT GIRLS LICKING EACH OTHERS 
CLITS YOU FUCKING MORON. EVERYONE 
HATES YOU AND GOD KILLED A MILLION 
KITTENS WHEN YOU STOPPED THAT SHIT 
FROM GOING DOWN. I put my clothes on 
and walk upstairs pissed that I didn’t get my 
fill of freshman pussy. Jacked up dude walks up 
to me in the middle of the party and tries to 

kick me out again, me and the other K girl go 
off on him. Then the RSO’s come and he starts 
freaking out again, tellling us we can’t leave. 
We tell him to fuck off and peace. Me and the 
other K girl get picked up by my Dom who 
takes us back to the hot tub, we finish the fun 
night there, but I passed out before I got any 
cock in me so -1 star. Overall I rate the hot 
freshman that let me lick her sweet pussy 5 
stars, the guy who broke it up, lay off the roids 
and maybe someone will suck your clit some 
day too fuck face. -500 stars.

                           x-495?

Board Club ABC Party

We roll up to the Board Clubs always awe-
some Anything But Clothes party in every-
thing from some hose-suspenders, nothing 
more then a foam finger and skirts and bra 
tops made out of porn. We drink heavily, me 
and my wing-girl for the night downing our 
own personal half-handle of popov before 
it makes its way into the jungle juice. Heavy 
grinding on the dance-floor and bumpin tunes 
from DVC I feel great, and really drunk. Look-
ing for more booze I head to the kitchen and 
discover a topless lovely hanging out. I’m usu-
ally known as the naked chick in large social 
circles so when I show up to a party and an-
other girl is already topless I get pretty excit-
ed. Immediately I introduce myself, she replies 
excitedly that everyone has been telling her 
about me and my constant nakedness all night. 
We bond, she shows me her clit piercing, I get 
topless, we continue dancing and drinking out 
fucking faces off. The Koalas get down all night. 
Blow jobs in the bathrooms and we even take 
a virginity in the back of the car. Around 12:30 
the cops show up like any good PB party and 
we take the after-party back to the GUARD-
IAN OFFICE and rage till I forget what hap-
pened....

                      
           x(too drunk to count)

Something Awesome

On one fine Saturday night, UCSD students 
gathered ‘round and thizzed hard. Amidst the 
light shows and obvious massage train in-
volving yours truly, we all came to agree that 
Something Awesome lived up to its name. I 
honestly can’t tell you what time we started 
and what time we ended, but DVC laid down 
some pretty tight beats all throughout. We got 
some kiddies to pop for the first time among 
vets...good times were had. +2 for the random 
Asian dude with the hand sanitizer...it was like 
he could read my fucking mind, but he prob-
ably just saw my pupils as wide as your high 
school’s residential slut’s gaping punani. +1 for 
providing water bottles, but -.5 for making 
that shit $2. Who sells water right next to a 
drinking fountain? The night ended up with me 
hazily stripping out of my hi-liter clothes and 
getting rubbed down by hot bitches, which 
would be +2, but -1 for me being floored on 
my trip for so long and missing out on some 
bomb DJs. Thizzle dizzles R g3wd; looking 
forward to Let’s Bounce!

                           

                 

(This one broke in your pocket) 

WANT TO INVITE US TO A PARTY?  SEND A 
SMOKE SIGNAL.  ACTUALLY, JUST EMAIL 

EDITOR@THEKOALA.ORG

1 pills: You decided to try it for the first time, but your roommate instead gave you a heavy laxative.

2 pills: You’re rolling balls until you realize you have been rubbing a Staff Pro’s leg for 
the last 2 hours

3 pills: You thought you got a sick lightshow, but then realized you were just pressing 
your eyeballs.

4 pills: You don’t remember anything, but you woke up with a thousand candy bracelets 
and a facefull of Vick’s Vaporub. Must’ve been a good night

5pills: You’ve taken so much e that you’ve learned to appreciate happy hardcore.

Party Reviews



I was highly offended by the crap and 
insensitivity in the most recent issue regarding 
the pole vaulter who died.  Show some 
compassion you guys.

dear greeks:
good job wasting your time. sure, you get to 
party (anyone in normal clubs get that for 
free or much less), you get to hook up (they 
might have std’s but who cares?), and you 
get to parade around in unoriginal pull over 
hoodies that make you *a part of something*. 
In the end, you’re no better off than the rest 
of us, you might think it’s really enriching your 
college experience but potential employers 
don’t really care about what frat you were in. 
Get over yourselves.
ps asian frats are the worst. diaf

to the most amazing filipino, jedi tail wearing, 
hardcore fan,
i’m sorry if i messed up. i dont have a bf, 
you’re my original vampyre, i miss coming over 
late night. i miss you physically and mentally.

Dear Mama’s Boy, grow some balls and stop 
feeling sorry for yourself you giant gaping 
pussy! And if you’re going to lie about where 
you are and what you’re doing... you should 
probably make sure the party you were 
at does not end up published in a Koala 
Party Review! You fucking dumb fuck! All I 
wanted to do was deep throat your cock, but 
obviously you prefer sausage to taco if you’d 
rather get drunk with a bunch of frat douches. 
Go suck a dick! You’re probably better at it 
than I am.

-Chicken Hawk

To the guy who went to inseminate frogs:

I heard that you spilled frog sperm 
everywhere and made a big mess.  you should 
have just skipped lab and made a big mess all 
over me. I would be spread out on a table for 
you any day.

P.S. I would have also bought you lunch. ribbit.  

01000101                                
 -mary jane

Hey little 5’2” curvy blonde sorority slut 
who’s annoyingly late every day to your saved 
seat in the front right: i want to make your 
legs quiver. come ask me for my syllabus 
before class.

-Back Right Skater

I’m not quiet or shy. I just really have nothing 
to say to you...besides your too busy trying 
to get into my roommates pants. To the boys 
who think I hate them...I probably do.

-Fay Kinnit

Vi Phan you are an easey viet kong whore. 
stop fucking with ansley or we’ll fuck you up 
you little ugly STD ridden bitch. don’t you 
know he’s using you. haha. You’re so obsessed 
with him it makes us laugh. don’t fuck with the 
greek orgs. watch your back bitch!!!!

Riesenberg,

You’re a fucking creep. Stop coming around 
and trying to act like a player. You’re gross and 
annoying. Get a clue, and get a life.

Signed,
Every female Cadet and Midshipman.

After 2 &1/2 years of trailing you, Kris, I 
need to get my undying love off my chest. 
The voodoo dolls I\’ve employed have done 
no good other than collect the precious 
hair from your head. I need you, Kris. I\’ll be 
waiting in the bathroom at Porter\’s Pub, 
Friday at 7. <3

-The guy in your peripheral vision

Even if the world is coming to an end, we 
should never stop caring about the koalas!

-Miley

Fuck you koala! 
Love, 
the ucsd nigs, Tyrone

To the floor mates of Olmeca 3,
 You guys are dope as shit and hella chill. 
Unlike UCSD floor mates who are too busy 
to talk to us because they are fucking studying 
or playing World Of Warcraft. Can’t wait to 
go back to SDSU. WHOOOOPPPPIIEEEE 
GOOLLLLDDDDBBBEERRRGG! Thanks Kat

-The Guys From A Place No One Knows, 
Porterville

Dear Many Asian Folks,
A lot of you need to just die, or figure out 
how to inhabit Saturn or something

So I’m an alum, and I’m sitting here rubbing 
one out southpaw, with the new KY warming 
jelly. Good stuff. Anyway, I sit with baited 
(herring actually) breath waiting for every 
issue of the Koala. I find that it titillates in 
anticipation much the same way foreplay 
used to. “Foreplay” as in drown in 5 pitchers 
of beer at a TGIF and then put my dick into 
the nearest warm receptacle I could find, 
like some freshly microwaved french bread...
though it’s better if it moves on it’s own. Asian 
can be good if it’s fresh caught, a little lemon 
and off you go. Philippine is also good but 
check for cleanliness. Never had Czech...

Anyway, to the Mexican whore who gave me 
a blowjob off the Square last summer during 
the break at the conference, all I can say is you 
need to practice practice practice. No teeth. 
I don’t care how much $ I make and how 
much I give back to the school, if UCSD isn’t 
producing hot Latina chicks that suck chrome 
off the pipes of invading Northern Europeans, 
then the school isn’t fo’ shit biatch. You 
fucking sank your own asses at the Western 
Approaches way back when and then now you 
have the audacity to apply for fucking student 
aid that is probably my personal petrodollars 
being recycled into thin air. All you need to 
remember is no teeth, “yes sir”, “how is that 
sir”, look up once in awhile, and make squishy 
pleasure sounds while you’re down there. 
Take showers and wash down there. Get 
underneath while you’re at it. And swallow 
goddammit. Fuck.

-Hugh Jackson

Koala Personals

SUBMIT YOUR PER-
SONALS AT THE FOL-
LOWING LOCATIONS:

Middle Of Muir
Roger’s Place

General Store/Old Stu-
dent Center
Earl’s Place

Goody’s
Price Center Box office

Koala Office
Middle Earth

or Online:
www.thekoala.org/per-

sonals.html

To the guy I met at the Cliffs:
Remember when i crapped my pants, who 

could forget right :) Thanks for not caring and 
eating me out anyway!!

The Month

Personal Of


